Regional interaction and its effect on patterns of myocardial segmental shortening and lengthening during different models of asynchronous contraction in the dog.
The aim was to examine the effect of asynchrony and regional myocardial interaction on the pattern of segmental contraction and relaxation. Three models of asynchrony were produced. Firstly the left anterior descending artery was abruptly occluded for 60 s. Secondly, the same artery was gradually occluded to produce four degrees of ischaemia based on the severity of the mechanical dysfunction. Finally, asynchrony was created by infusing isoprenaline (0.04 microgram.ml-1) into the left circumflex artery. Twelve anaesthetised beagles, weighing 16-21 kg, were used for the study. The patterns of contraction and relaxation were characterised by analysing the phases of shortening and lengthening, the peak lengthening rate (dL/dt), and the timing from the onset of systole to minimum systolic length. A consistent pattern of shortening and lengthening was evident during all three models of asynchrony. There were reciprocal relations between the extent of isovolumetric shortening in the normal segment and in the abnormal segment, and on occasion between the extent of isovolumetric shortening in the normal segment and the extent of isovolumetric lengthening in the same segment. Normal segments that showed minimal shortening or even some lengthening during isovolumetric systole tended to shorten beyond ejection, while segments that shortened significantly during isovolumetric contraction, lengthened earlier. Despite no change in isovolumetric shortening, segments also shortened after ejection when the opposite segment lengthened in late systole and early diastole. The pattern of shortening and lengthening depends on the path of contraction or on its entire loading pattern throughout systole. It is also possible that during early isovolumetric systole a segment can either be unloaded or preloaded by an opposing segment.